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The Local Access Forum (LAF) is an advisory body to the National Park on access matters, 

that is, the public’s use of roads and rights of way. It consists of land managers, walkers, 

cyclists, equestrians and motorists as well as people with other related interests and the 

National Park Authority. 

The LAF supports the government’s laudable aim to increase the number of people walking 

and cycling for short journeys. But they are aware that for a strategic network of traffic free 

and safe routes for cyclists; serious investment is required. The LAF makes the following 

observations: 

 Increasing walking and cycling means using the road and rights of way networks. 

Therefore all non-motorised users (walkers, cyclists, equestrians and the disabled) of 

these networks should be included. The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 includes 

all users and has worked in delivering best value from scarce public funds. 

 Any new routes and infrastructure should be proofed as regards walkers, cyclists, 

equestrians and the disabled. Improvements for one group should not be detrimental 

to another group’s safety. In cities and towns, the effect on existing public transport 

should be considered. 

 Public transport needs serious investment into sufficient spaces for cycles, rather 

than the tokenism that exists at present. 

 Serious funding is also required to provide traffic free routes for safety and more 

strategic thought needs to go into where these routes end and re-join or cross the 

existing road network. 

 There is a tendency to over engineer designated cycle routes with tarmac. A less 

expensive finish of hard-core topped by fines is more than adequate for all users. 

 Consultation with all user groups and the LAFs should be undertaken when any new 

cycling schemes are being developed. 

 In more remote rural areas, existing Land Rover tracks could usefully be used to 

increase the network of off road access routes. 

SUMMARY 

The LAF supports the strategy but would welcome being consulted at the pre-planning stage 

of any proposed improvements, to enable best value to be found for all users. 
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